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Clifford algebras of forms of degree d > 2 are infinite dimensional (see Theorem 3, 
p. 212 of L. Childs, J. Lin. Mul. Alg. 5 (1978), 261-278 and Corollary 2, p. 213 of 
M. Orzech and L. Small, Lecture Notes in Pure and Applied Mathematics, Vol. 11, 
Dekker, New York, 1975). In the case of a non-singular binary cubic form over 
field F, D. Haile (Amer. Math. J. 106, No. 6 (1984), 1269-1280) demonstrated an 
injective representation of the Clifford algebra in M(3, K), where K is a transcen- 
dental extension of F, he showed that the Clifford algebra is thus an Azumaya 
algebra over the coordinate ring of an elliptic curve, and that, for any algebraic 
extension F- of F, the group of F-points on the curve map homomorphically into 
the Brauer group of F-. 8 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
For d> 2, we have demonstrated a “generic” non-singular binary 
diagonal form of degree d, for which we define a “generic” Clifford algebra, 
and a set of representations of that Clifford algebra. The image of each 
representation is an Azumaya algebra with center isomorphic to the coor- 
dinate ring of a non-singular 3-dimensional variety; the F--points on this 
variety map into Br(F m ), and, using a recent theorem of Merkurjev-Suslin 
[5], we prove that the image of the set of F--points generates Br,(F-). 
A quotient of the Azumaya algebra is a “generic” cyclic algebra, whose 
images again generate Br,(F s ). One of these is the binary case of the 
finite-dimensional quotient mentioned by Revoy [8, Prop. 2.3, p. 1882 3. 
One specialization of this Clifford algebra yields another Clifford algebra. 
The image of each induced representation is again Azumaya, now over the 
coordinate ring of a non-singular curve in affine 3-space; for one of the 
representations the curve is hyperelliptic with a degree d - 3 singularity 
at co. 
The work here is based on the author’s thesis, completed under the 
guidance and supervision of Professor Lindsay Childs. 
Let F be a field containing o, a primitive d th root of 1, for some d > 3 
not divisible by char F. 
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Let a, b be indeterminates over F. Let R = F[a, b, l/a, l/b] and note that 
R is a domain with fraction field L = F(a, b), with transcendence degree 
tr.d. (L/F) = 2. 
Let c1 be a d th root of a in an extension of L. Let S, T be indeterminates 
over L(a), and fixing h such that (h, d) = 1, and 2 <h <d- 1, let 
K= L(cr, T)[S]/(S”+ (- 1)“ (b - Td)). 
Let t denote the image of T, and s the image of S, in K 
Clearly K is a field; in particular K= L(a, t, s) with sd = ( - l)d+’ (b - td). 
If d is odd then sd= b - td; otherwise, when d is even (and h is odd) we 
have sd = td - b. 
Let A4 be a free R-module of rank 2 with basis {x, y>, and let T(M) be 
the tensor algebra of A4 over R. Let Z denote the ideal of T(M) generated 
by the relations necessary so that for U and V, indeterminates over R, 
(XV+ yV)@d=aUd+bVd. 
Let C = T(M)/Z; C is the Clifford algebra for f( U, V) = aUd + bVd in the 
sense of Roby [9]. The images of elements from T(M) in C will be denoted 
by the same symbols as the original elements. 
Let 
X= 
a 
i . 
0 
CiW 
CtW2 
. . 
0 awd-l 
I 0 0 1 1 0 1 
0 
P= 1. I .I > 0 0 1 1 0 0 
and let Y = tP + (s/a) XPh in M( d, K). 
THFDREM 1. Mapping x ++ X, y H Y defines an F-algebra homo- 
morphism from C to M(d, K). 
Proof: We will show the defining relation for the Clifford algebra holds 
in the image, i.e., that for U, V indeterminates over F 
(XV+ YV)d=aUd+bVd. 
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It is clear that Xd= a and PX= wXP. The proof that (XU+ YV)d= 
aUd + bVd requires repeated use of the next lemma, the proof of which is 
obvious calculation, and which we omit. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a ring whose center contains CO, a primitive d th root 
of 1. If x, y E R are such that yx = oxy then 
(i) (x+ Y)~=x~+ yd, and 
(ii) (x’y’)k = WV&k- l)/*x:ikyjk. 
We can see from PX = oXP that for any U, V in F 
[tPV][X{U+(s/a)PhV}]=Co[X{U+(S/a)P9-}][tPV] 
and 
[XU][(s/a) XPhV] = w-h[(s/cr) XP”V][XU]. 
Since (h, d) = 1, we know that O-” is a primitive d th root of 1. Then 
Lemma 2 and mdcd- ‘)/* = ( - 1 )d+ ’ give us 
(xv+ YV)d= [XV+ {tP+ (s/a)XPh} V]d 
= [X{ u+ (s/a) PhV} + tPV]d 
= [X{ u+ (s/a) Phv}]d+ [tPV]d 
= [XU+ (s/a) XPhVld+ tdVd 
= [XU]d+ [(s/a) XPhV]d+ tdVd 
=aUd+ [(s/a)XP9qd+tdVd 
= aUd + (sd/a)[XPh]d vd + tdVd 
=aU”+(l/a)[(-l)d+‘(b-t)] 
x Whd(d- 1 )I2 xdpdh vd + &/d 
= aUd + (b - td) Vd + tdVd 
=aUd+bVd. 
Thus letting U = 0 and V= 1 we get Yd = b. 
Let A denote the image of C in M(d, K). Then A is an R-subalgebra of 
Wd, K). 
Since h is a unit in Z/dZ, there is an m in { 1,2, . . . . d- 2) such that mh = 
-1 (modd), or mh+l=nd for some n>l. As h<d we have nd-1= 
mh < md. Thus (n - m)d < 1 and n < m. Similarly n < h. Hence there is a j, 
0 < j < d, such that j E - (2m + 1) (mod d).‘Fix these numbers m, n, and j, 
and let k be such that kd = j+ (2m + 1). 
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Let p = YX+ wXY and let 6 = YX- whXY; we can now define 
z=xj/P6 
and (1) 
Z+- =xh-2p~d-hs 
Recall that Y = tP + (S/U) XPh; then 
YX= 0tXP + oh(s/a) X2Ph and XY = tXP + (s/a) X2Ph. 
SO 
and 
p = YX- 0XY = (uh - o)(s/a) X2Ph 
6 = YX- ohXY = (co - oh) tXP. 
(2) 
We now formulate a lemma which relates the behaviors of p, 6, z, z-, td, 
and b - td under homomorphism. 
LEMMA 3. Let h : A --, A h be a R-algebra homomorphism. Then 
(9 (tdY is a unit if and only if 6 h is a unit; 
(ii) ( td - b) h is a unit IY and only if p h is a unit; and 
(iii) the following are equivalent: 
(4 = A is a unit 
(b) (z-)  ^ is a unit 
(c) [(t”-b)td] h is a unit 
(d) (14s)~ is a unit. 
Proof: First we calculate pd and ~3~: 
,ud = [(uh - o)(s/a) X2Phld 
= (0.1~ - w)” s”( l/a)(X2Ph)d 
= (& - o)d sd( l/a) uWd- l)Xzdphd 
= (cd - u)d as4 
so 
or 
pd = ( uh - u)d as”, 
(3) 
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and 
dd= [(o-oh) tXP]d 
= (w - uh)d t”(XP)” 
= (w _ &)d &f(d- 1 )l2xdpd 
=(-l)d+l(O-CD~)d.td, 
SO 
From Eqs. (3) and (4), (i) and (ii) are immediate. 
We similarly calculate z and z S : 
z = Xq-(uh - w)(s/a) X2Ph]” [(co -oh) tXP] 
= (oh -c-D)” a-mSm(u - uh) tXj(x’p”)* XP 
= _ (& _ w)* + 1 a -*S*txi[W*h(* - 11~~2mphml xp 
= -(gh-O)m+l C1-mSmt~mh(m-1)~2m+j+10mhpmh+1 
C-u -m(,# _ o)m + I tl -mSmtXkdpnd 
Z--U -yuh - u)*+ 1 aka-*S*t, 
or 
z = csmt 
for c = ---o-~(cII~ - CD)~+’ aka-*, a unit in F(U). Then 
Z - =Xh-2Pdd-h 
= xh- 2[(oh - w)(s/a) X2Ph] [(o -oh) txpy 
= (oh - o)(s/a)(o - 01~)~~~ tdphXhPh[XPldeh 
= -(O-ah)d-h+l (s/a) td-h~hphg(d-h)(d-h-1)/2~d-hpd-h 
= -(W-wh)d-h+l O(d-h)(d-h--l)/2(S/a) td-hxhphxd-hpd-h 
= -(O-wh)d--h+l W(d-h)(d-h-11)/2(S/a) td-hgh(d-hh)Xdpd 
= -(u-uh)d--h+l w [(d-h)(d-h-l)/2-hh2]ad-lstd-h 
, 
(4) 
(5) 
or 
Z” = C”std-h (6) 
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for c- = -(O-(jp)d-h+’ WYad-‘, q= [(d-h)(d-h- 1)/2-h’]. Then c- 
is a unit in F(N). Raising (5) and (6) to the dth power we get 
and 
Zd = &mtd = ( _ 1 )Md+ ’ 1 Cd(b _ td)m td 
These, together with (i) and (ii), imply (iii). Q.E.D. 
Since K is the center of M(d, K), the elements pd, S”, z, z-, and td are 
units in K, and thus lie in the center Z(A) of A. In particular, R’ = 
R[z, z”, td] is in Z(A). 
LEMMA 4. If the image of ,u (respectively 6) is a unit in a homomorphic 
image of A, then that image is generated as an R-algebra by the images of X, 
z, p, and c1-l (respectively X, z-, 6, and 6-l). 
Proof Assume p is a unit in A. From (2) we have p= 
(w” - o)(s/a) X2Ph, so multiplying and using Xd = a, 
From (l), z = Xjp” 6, so X2”‘+ ‘z = Xkd$” 6 = akpm 6. Then 
a-kp-mX2m+‘z=8=(co-f3gh) tXP, so 
We have “semi-commutativity” relations: 
pX= [(co’ - w)(s/a) X2Ph] X 
= oPX(oh - o)(s/a) X2Ph = cohXp; 
6X= [(Co-o~)tXP]X=oX(w-oh)tXP=wX6; 
and 
6p = [(co - 01~) tXP] [(co” - o)(s/a) X2Ph] 
= (0 - w~)(w~ - o)(sf/a) XPX2Ph 
= (0 - coh)(coh - w)(sf/a) wX2PXPh 
= (0 - oh)(oh - o)(sr/a) ~X*PCD-~P~-‘XP 
=w~-~[(w~-o)(s/c() X’P”][(o-oh) tXP] 
=(jj--h 6 CL . 
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To sum up these last three relations: 
px = uhXp, 
6X=wX6, 
(8) 
lQl=U*--hpL. 
This yields 
~2mx2mP -Yz 
ak(l -C&-l) 
= tP 
(since~~“~2”~‘~~~hm(2m~1)~2m~1~~~and,-hm(2m+1)~u2m+1)~ThUS 
so Y and A are generated (over R) by X, z, ,u, and p- ‘. 
Similarly if 6 is a unit then z - = Xh - ‘p dd- h yields 
xd-(h-2)Z-d-(d-h) 
a 
=p = (uh - w)(s/a) X2Ph. 
Then 
xd-’ xd-(h-2jz- 8-(d-h) 
a(o” - 0) a 
= /;;‘,, (oh - o)(s/a) x*ph, 
i.e., 
xd-h+l z- 6-k-h) 
a(o” - co) 
= (s/a) XPh. 
Since 6 = (0 - ~0~) tXP from (2), we get 
xd-l 6 
a(69 - oh) 
= xd- ‘(w - oh) tXP 
a(w - oh) 
= tP. (9) 
Then, as above, X, z”, 6, and 6-l generate A as an R-algebra. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Zf g: R’ = R[z, z”, td] + S, S a field, then A mRv S is a degree 
d cyclic S-algebra. 
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Proof We will denote by (x’, Y’)~.~, the cyclic S-algebra generated by 
the elements x and y subject to the relations yx = oxy, -xd = x’, yd = y’ with 
x’, y’ E S, and o a primitive d th root of 1 in S. This is a degree d central 
simple S-algebra. Any S-algebra generated by elements x and y, where xd 
and yd are in S and y.~ = oxy, is isomorphic to (~4 yd)+. 
The ring S is an RI-algebra via g, so A @‘Rs S, denoted AQ S, is an 
R’-algebra, and is an S-algebra via s(a@ s’) = a@.&. The R’-algebra 
homomorphism A + A 0 S (by a + a 6 1) sends R’ to S. Thus A + A 0 S 
extends g; call it g also. Note that g(R’) is a subset of S, a field. From 
Eqs. (3) and (4) it is clear that pd and bd are in R’, so g(p)“, g(6)‘, and 
g(X)d= g(a) are in S; thus g(X) is a unit in A@S. 
Case 1. g(td) = g(b). As g(td - b) = 0, by Lemma 3, g(p) = 0, so 
g( Y) g(X) = IN”) g( Y), and A 0 s = <&ah g(b) >s.w. 
Case 2. g(td - b) is a unit in S. By Lemma 3, we see g(p) is a unit in 
A 0 S, and (3) yields 
g(P) - l = g@L)d- ‘/(w - ghld g(a) god - b). 
Since g(z) is in S, this and Lemma 4 imply that g(X) and g(p) generate 
A OS as an S-algebra, and from Eq. (8) we have g(p) g(X) = o”g(X) g(,u). 
Thus as S-algebras, from (3) we get 
AQS= (g(a), (-uh)dg(4 g(td-Ws,,h. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. The ring A is finitely generated as an R[td]-module, and 
Z(A), its center, is finitely generated as an R’-module. 
Prooj Recall again that Y = tP + (s/a) XPh, and that from Eqs. (9) and 
(7) we have 
xd-’ 6 
= tP and 
xd- ‘/.l 
a(w -oh) a(oh - 0) 
= (s/a) XPh. 
Then we can express Y in the form 
y= xd- ‘(6 -P) 
a(w-oh) ’ 
so A is generated as an R-module by the non-commuting monomials in X, 
p, and 6. By virtue of the “semi-commutativity” relations 
/ix = uhXp, 6X = ox 6, and dp=OPhpd8, (8) 
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the monomials Xipi dk (where X0 = p” = 6’ = 1,) for i, j, k 2 0 generate A as 
an R-module. But Xd = a, and from (3) and (4) bd = - (oh - o)~ atd and 
pd = (o - &‘)d a(td- b), so it is clear that i, j, k need be no larger than d. 
Thus A is finitely generated as an R[td]-module. Then A is finitely 
generated as a module over R’; since R’ is Noetherian, Z(A), as a sub- 
module of A, is finitely generated. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7. A is a rank d2 Azumaya algebra, separable over R’. 
Proof. We use a theorem of Auslander and Goldman [l, p. 379, 
Theorem 4.71 which states that if N is Noetherian and @ is an N-algebra 
which is finitely generated as an N-module, then a necessary and sufftcient 
condition for @ to be separable over N is that @/mQ, is separable over N/m 
for every maximal ideal m of N. As R’ is Noetherian and A is finitely 
generated as an R’-module, we will show that for each maximal ideal m of 
R’, A/mA is separable over RI/m. For m maximal in R’, R’lm is a field, and 
the canonical map g: R’ + R’/m extends to A + A @‘R, R’/m as in Lemma 5, 
which implies that A OR, R’/m is a cyclic, hence central simple R’/m-algebra 
of dimension d2. The RI-algebra homomorphism A@,. R’/m + AJmA (via 
a 0 (r + m) + ar + mA) is an isomorphism so A/mA is an Azumaya R’lm- 
algebra. By the theorem of Auslander and Goldman A is a separable 
R’-algebra; similarly [ 1, p. 374, Theorem 2.31 we have A is Azumaya and 
Z(A), its center, is separable over R’. By Lemma 5 the image of A + 
AImA w  A OR, R’/m is a degree d cyclic RI/m-algebra, so A is an Azumaya 
algebra of rank d2. Q.E.D. 
THE~OREM 8. R’ = Z(A). 
Proof: R’ is contained in Z(A), as noted after the proof of Lemma 3. 
We show Z(A) c Frac R’ by applying Lemma 5 to the canonical injection 
R’ + Frac R’= L(z, z”, td), so A@,. L(z, z”, td) is a degree d cyclic 
L(z, z-3 td)-algebra, with center L(z, z”, td). Thus 
Z(A) c Z(A)@ L(z, z-, rd) 
cZ(A@L(z,z-,td))=L(z,z”,td). 
We will show R’= R[z, z”, td] is integrally closed, and this, with R’c 
Z(A) c Frac R’, implies that Z(A) = R’ = R[z, z”, td]. Note that, as z and t 
are units in K, L(z, td) is an extension field of F contained in K. 
Let x, z’, .& z’, Z, Z -, and T be indeterminates over F, and define an 
F-algebra homomorphism 8 from G = F[n, n’, -?I, JY’, Z, Z *, T] into 
L(z, fd) by e(lr) = a, e(rr’) = l/a, O(C) = b, t&Y’) = l/b, e(Z) = Z, 8(T) = fd, 
and 
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@Z-)=(-l) n(d+ 1~ &.-(b- td)n tdZ-h 
J-1) W+l)ChC-(b-td)ntd 
( Csmt)h 
=(-1) 
n(d+I)C-(b-td)nfd-h 
s 
mh 
=(-1) 
n(d+ 1) c-(b _ ,d), +h 
s 
nd- 1 
=(-1) 
Md+ 1) c - (b _ pj)n &h 
[( - l)d+’ (b-P)]” 
cc-sf-h=z-. 
The image of 8 is just R’, and L(z, td) = F(a, b, z, td) = Frac R’. Let J be the 
kernel of 13; J is a prime ideal in G. Let r= V(J) be the irreducible variety 
in F’ corresponding to the ideal J; then R’ is the coordinate ring of r, 
which has function field F(f) = Frac R’ = L(z, td). From Eqs. (5) and (6) it 
is clear that L(z, td) has transcendence degree 1 over F(a, b), so r is a 
3-dimensional affine variety defined over F. To prove that r is non- 
singular, we define polynomials fi, f2, f3, f4, fS, and f6 in J, and show that 
their Jacobian has maximal rank at each point of lY 
Define the functions as follows: 
=(~-)m_(~--h)d(m--n)~(l+q)m~m--k~m--nz, 
fdn, ~'3 C, C', Z, Z -9 T) 
=zd-h-(-l) 
(d+l)(m-fl)(gh-W)d(m~fl) 
&fl 
x ?lk(d- h),p - n + 1 (Z- T)“-“Z-, 
fdn, x1, C, Z’, Z, Z-3 T) 
=z(z-)“-“+(W-W~,d~~~h+n+l) 
x nd-m+k-l(~- qTd+n-h-m, 
fzdn, ~'3 .Z 2'9 Z, Z-3 T) 
=zd+(gh-W)d(m+l).j+m+l(~-~)m~, 
fs(n, d, C, 27, Z, Z -, T) = m’ - 1 
and 
f6(z, IC’, L, 27, Z, Z -, T) = EL?’ - 1. 
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We now show that these six functions are in J. We first show that they 
are in G, i.e., that they are polynomials over Fin the variables rr, rc’, .IY:, C’, 
Z, Z”, and T; the coefficients of these variables are in F, so we show that 
the exponents of these variables are all positive. Both m < d and n < d 
follow from their definitions, following the proof of Theorem 1, and it was 
then noted that n <m and n < h. Thus 
O<l+(m-n)(h-n)=l+mh-mn-hn+n* 
=nd-mn-hn+n*=n(d-m-htn) 
and since n > 0, we have d+ n -h - m is positive. Also kd= j + 2m + 1 < 
(d-1)+2(d-1)+1=3d-2, so (k-3)d<-2 and k<2. If m=l then 
j=d-3, so k=l; thus k<m, so m-ka0. Also m<d-1 so O<k< 
k + d - m - 1. Thus these six functions are in G; to verify that they are in J, 
that 8(g(n, rr’, C, C’, Z, Z -, T)) = g(a, l/a, b, l/b, z, z”, td) = 0 for each of 
g=fi, i= 1 , . . . . 6, we evaluate 
fita, l/a, b, l/b, z, z-7 td) 
=(Z-)m-((O--h)d(m--n)W(l+q)mum--k d(m-njz t 
=(Z~)m-(C-)“td(m--“)Z/C=o; 
fi@, l/a, b, l/b, z, z -3 t”) 
=Zd-h C-1) 
cd+ lNm--n)(Wh -W)dw-“) 
- 
(jy7+1 
Xuk(d-h)(l/u)m-“+’ (b-td)m--nZ- 
=z”-h_(-~)(d+l)(~-~)~(b-td)m-nZ-=o; 
.f&, l/a, b, l/b, z, z-3 t”) 
_z(z-)d-m+(W--W~~~~~h+n+l) 
xud-m+k-l(b- td) td(d+n-h-m) 
=z(z-.)d-m_(_l)(d+l)C(C-.)d-m (b-td)tW+h-h-m) 
=Z(Z”)d-m- C(C~)d-mSmSd-mtl+(d-h)(d-m)=~. 
f&, l/a, b, l/b, z, z-9 td) 
=zd+ (co”-0) 
d(m+ 1) uj+m+ l(b _ td)m td 
=Zd_(_l)d(_l)(nd-ll)(d+l)W-md 
x (oh-w) 
d(m + 1 jukd- m(b _ td)m td 
481/119/2-2 
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= z d-Cd[(-l)d+’ (b-td)]“td 
= =d - &mdtd = 0. 
fsh l/a, b, l/b, z, z-7 id, 
and 
=a(l/a)- 1 =o 
f6(a, l/a, b, l/b, z, z-, td) = b(l/b) - 1 = 0. 
Thus the functionsfl,f2,f,,f4, fs,f6 are in J. Choose any generating set 
for J which includes fi, f2, f3, f4, f5 and f6; since r is a 3-dimensional 
variety in affine 7-space, r is non-singular if the Jacobian of the generating 
set for J has rank 4 at each point on f. It is enough to demonstrate, at 
each point of r, a 4 x 4 minor of that Jacobian which has non-zero deter- 
minant. It is clear from Lemma 3 that if T= 0 or T= Z; then 
e(T(T-C))=td(td-b)=O so 2, Z- =O. At any point where T=O we use 
the minor consisting of the derivatives of the functions fs, f6, f4, and fi 
with respect to rc’, C, T, and Z-. The resulting determinant 
af5 af5 af5 afs 
Z ac Z az- 
af6 af6 vi af6 ---- 
a7f az a7- az- 
af4 af4 af4 af4 
22 22 27 az- 
afi af2 afi af2 
aA' XF aT az- 
7t 0 0 0 
0 C' 0 0 
= 
0 0 871j+m+ly 0 
0 0 0 Enk(d- h),p - n + 1~‘” -n 
= J-1) (d+‘Wm-“)(Wh-O)d(i--“)112j+Zm+Z-kh=*m-n~, 
(where 6 = (oh _ w)d(m+ 1) and E = _ ( _ l)(d+ ‘)(“-“)(gh - m)d(m-n)/gq+ I), 
which is non-zero. 
At a point on F where T= C the minor of the derivatives offs, f6, fi, 
and f3 with respect to rc’, E’, Z, and C is 
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(where 
af5 af5 af5 af5 
allliFazac 
af6 af6 af6 ah 
Bn'wazar: 
af3 af3 af3 af3 
a7d acl 32 ac 
rc 0 
0 c 
0 0 
0 z:' = 
0 0 8~m-kzm-n 0 
0 0 0 End-m+k-l~d+n-h--m 
= _(W--h)d(d~h+l)RdCd-h+l 
T=IJ 
w(l +qJm), which is also non-zero. 
If T is neither 0 nor 2 on r, then the minor consisting of the derivatives 
of the functions fs, f6, f4, and f2 with respect to TT’, z’, Z, and Z” yield the 
minor 
af5 af5 afs af5 
1% ZF 32 az- 
af6 af6 af6 af6 
,G acl dZ az- 
af4 af4 af4 afi 
27 acl 22 az- 
af2 af2 af2 af2 
27 ar dZ az- 
71 
0 = 
0 
TZ0.Z 
0 0 0 
z 0 0 
0 dZd-’ 0 
(&(rn---+l)Z” 0 (d-h)Zd-h-l m’ 1 
=-d-) 
Cd+ 1 Km - “)(& _ W)4m -n) 
&7+1 
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(where E = A(( _ l)(d+I)(m~nl(gh_O)d(m~f~)/g~+l) nkld-h)71~m-n(~- T)“-“), 
which again is non-zero since T is not 0 or z. Thus f is a non-singular 
irreducible 3-dimensional afline variety; it is normal, and its coordinate 
ring R’ is integrally closed. Since R’ c Z(A) c Frac R’, and Z(A) is finitely 
generated as an R’-module, we have Z(A) = R’ = R[z, z-, td]. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 9. Z(A) is isomorphic to the coordinate ring of r, the 
non-singular irreducible 3-dimensional affine variety determined by the 
polynomials f,, . . . . f6. 
ProoJ: Follows by a standard dimension argument. 
THEOREM 10. There is a surjective map from the F “-points on r, for any 
algebraic closure F h of F, to the set of simple images of A which induces a 
map from the F-- points on r to Br(F” ), the Brauer group of F-, for any 
algebraic extension F - of F. 
Proof: A point on F corresponds to a maximal ideal m of Z(A) = 
R[z, z-, td]. Let r’ denote the image of r E R[z, z-, td] under the natural 
homomorphism R[z, z-, td] -+II R[z, z4, td]/m = S. S is a field generated 
as an F-algebra by a’, b’, z’, (z - )‘, and ( td)‘, and the map rr determines a 
homomorphism A + A OZCAJ S, where A OzCa) S = A @ZCA) Z(A )/m x 
AImA (via the map A@,(,, Z(A)/m + A/mA by SO r --, sr), is a cyclic, 
hence central simple Z(A)/m-algebra. Thus the point on F induces the 
simple image A/mA of A. Conversely, given a simple image % of A, we have 
% x A/M for some maximal ideal M of A. As A is Azumaya over Z(A), 
then M = mA for m = M n Z(A), and m is a maximal ideal of Z(A). Then 
A + BE A/M restricts to Z(A) + Z(A)/m, with a, b, td, z, z* E Z(A) = 
R[z, z-, td] sent to a’, b’, (td)‘, z’, (z-)’ in Z(A)/m = Z(B). (The center 
Z(B) of % is the image of the center Z(A) of A, by [ 1, Prop. 1.4, p. 3701.) 
The point (a’, l/a’, b’, l/b’, (td)‘, z’, (z-)‘) is the image of (a, l/a, b, l/b, 
( td), z, z - ) so it lies on F, and the coordinates a’, b’, ( td)‘, z’, (z - )’ generate 
Z(B) over F, and 
%xA/mAzA&.,,, -W l/m x A Qz(aj ZW. 
Thus the simple image B determines a (not necessarily unique) point on F, 
to which the correspondence above assigns the simple image B; thus the 
correspondence is surjective. 
Given an algebraic extension F” of F, and the F--point (a’, b’, (t“)‘, z’, 
(z-)‘) on F’, the coordinates a’, b’, (t“)‘, z’, and (z”)’ are in F-, so [F(a’, 
b’, (td)‘, z’, (z”)‘): F] < co and the map R[z, z”, td] +@ F(a’, b’, 
(td)‘, z’, (z”)‘) is surjective. If the maximal ideal m of R[z, z”, td] =Z(A) 
is the kernel of @ then Z(A)/mx F(a’, b’, (td)‘, z’, (z-)‘) = F’ and 
A Qzw Z(A)/m is a cyclic, hence central simple F’-algebra. Now F- con- 
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tains F’ and is a field extension of F, so AImA@,. F” is a cyclic, hence 
central simple F--algebra, and represents a class in Br(F” ). The inclusion 
F’ + F- induces a homomorphism of groups Br(F’) + Br(F” ) by [a] + 
Co@,, F-1, so to the F--point (a’, b’, (cd)‘, z’, (z”)‘) on r corresponds 
[A/mA@,, F”] in Br(F”). Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. Let G, t E U(F), the units of F. Let C(a, T) denote the Clifford 
algebra of the formf( U, V) = aU d + t Vd. Clearly a H (T, b H t determines a 
surjective F-algebra homomorphism C + C(c, z). This induces an F-algebra 
homomorphism A + A(a, z). A(a, z) is also Azumaya, and its center is 
isomorphic to the coordinate ring of a non-singular curve in alXne 3-space; 
this curve is given by the functions f, , f*, f3, and f4 : 
(Z”)“-(c”)” T”-“Z/c=0 
Cd-h 
zd--he(AqW+lKm-W- c- (z- T)“-‘Z- =0 
z(,~)d-m-(-l)h(d+l)C(C-)d-m(~-T)Td+n--h-m=O 
and 
Zd- (- l)mh(d+ l) cd(r - T)“‘T= 0. 
If h=d- 1, then c=c-, and these equations degenerate to Z = Z - and 
Zd = (o -’ - o)‘~ ad- ‘(T- 5) T, yielding a non-singular plane curve with a 
singularity at infinity of degree d- 3. 
If h = d- 1 and 2 is a unit in F, then with the substitutions 
P=a(T-2/2) and Q=z(o’- 1))*, the curve becomes a hyper-elliptic 
plane curve, given by a single equation in P and Q: 
p2= Q" ** -+y. ad-3 
As 2d is a unit in F, the curve is non-singular in the plane, with a 
singularity of degree d- 3 at infinity. 
When d = 3 and h = 2 the representation C + A is injective, so C(a, z) is 
itself Azumaya. Its center is isomorphic to the affine coordinate ring of a 
non-singular elliptic curve which extends smoothly to the point at infinity. 
The representation in M(3, K) was given by Haile [3]. 
On the other hand, if d> 3, results of Roby [9] and Revoy [7] imply 
that C(o, T) is not finitely generated over its center, so the representations 
are not injective and the Clifford algebra is not Azumaya. 
We will use the following result. 
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THEOREM 11 (Merkurjev-Suslin). Suppose that D is a central simple 
F-algebra of exponent d. If F contains (co), the group of dth roots of unity, 
then D is similar to a product of cyclic algebras of degree d. 
It is known (e.g, [6, pp. 3&35]) that Br(F) is torsion; let Br,(F) denote 
the dth torsion part of Br(F), Br(F) = U,Br,(F). By the theorem, Br,(F) is 
generated by the images of cyclic algebras. Let (g, z)~,~ be such an algebra; 
as in the example, let f( U, V) = oUd + tVd. Then C(o, r) denotes the Clif- 
ford algebra for f over F. In the terminology used above, L = F. Then map- 
ping C(a, t) +A(o, r)=A’ as above yields the Azumaya algebra A’. Let 
h=d-1; then n=m=k=l,j=d-3, and z=z-. Thus Z(A’)=F[z,td], 
with maximal ideal m = (z, t” - r); then mA’ is maximal in A’ and A’ has 
the simple image A’/mA’ induced by the map Z(A’) -+ *Z(A’)/m = F, i.e., 
,by sending z w  0, and tdw r. Then (as in Lemma 5, Case 1) A’/mA’ % 
(g(o), g(z))r,o, i.e., A’/mA’ x (cr, t)F,,,. The following is clear. 
Remark. If F is a field of characteristic relatively prime to d, and 
contains (o), the group of d th roots of unity, then Br,(F) is generated by 
images of Clifford algebras of non-singular diagonal binary degree d forms 
over F. 
THEOREM 12. For any algebraic extension F” of F, Br,F( -) is 
generated by homomorphic images of the Clifford algebra C, and by 
homomorphic images of the Azumaya algebra A. 
Proof In light of Theorem 11, we need only show that each degree d 
cyclic F--algebra is an image of A. Let (u, z)~-,~ be a non-trivial such 
algebra. Then 0, r are in F-, and we define @: R[z, z”, td] + F” by 
G(z) = 0, @(z”) = 0, @(td) = t, @(a) = CJ, Q(b) = r; then as in Lemma 5, @ 
extends to A to yield (a, T)~-,,, as the F--algebra generated by the image 
of A under the induced map 
@: A +A@,(,, F- % (a, ~)r-,~. Q.E.D. 
Seeing that the “generic” Clifford algebra C yields a “generic” represen- 
tation algebra A, which is an Azumaya algebra whose simple images 
generate Brd(F”), we note that the center Z(A) is isomorphic to the coor- 
dinate ring of a 3-dimensional variety, whereas the cyclic algebras only 
require two variables to generate Brd(F - ), and each such image can be 
attained by sending td to b. We note this to construct a version A” of A 
whose center is the coordinate ring of a non-singular 2-dimensional variety. 
Following the original construction of A, we let R = F[a, l/a, b, l/b], 
and K= F(a, b)(t) where td = b, and let Y = tP, where X and P are as 
before. Then sending the generators X, y of C to X, Y is again a 
homomorphism, and all previous results hold; call the image A”. It is 
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immediate that A” w  A/(td- b), i.e., that A” is the image of A by sending 
td to b. But in A”, YX= wXY so not only is A” an Azumaya algebra with 
center R, but A” is a degree d cyclic R-algebra, and so an Azumaya 
R-algebra of degree d; if F - is any algebraic extension of F, then Br,(F”) 
is generated by homomorphic images of A”. We may extend notation and 
write A” x (a, b)R,w. 
Remark. The center R of A” is the coordinate ring of the 2-dimensional 
variety at the “point” specified by T= b on r, the 3-dimensional variety 
whose coordinate ring is R’; that is the map A + A” by sending t“ to b 
specifies the 2-dimensional subvariety of r (at T = b) whose coordinate 
ring is R. 
Note added in proof: Further results can be found in [lo]. [ll]. 
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